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ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL
Tim Frost looks at the production design . . .

Normally, writing up an install or show involves talking to the 
one or two key people involved - but that simply isn’t possible for 
the Pink Floyd: Their Mortal Remains exhibition in London’s V&A. 

At least a dozen companies have played a major part in this 
project - from construction, rigging and lighting, to video, lasers 
and artefact handling - and that’s not to mention the immersive 
audio (see page 38). Here are viewpoints from just a few of 
those disciplines . . .

Several years ago, there was a proposal for a Floyd exhibition in 
Italy with involvement from two of the band’s long-time creative 
collaborators, Storm Thorgerson and Mark Fisher - both sadly no 
longer with us. This eventually morphed into the V&A show that 
opened its doors in May, 50 years after the release of Floyd’s first 
single, Arnold Lane. Taking over three of the museum’s galleries, 
the exhibition examines many aspects of the band’s history. 
From their early days working out the back of a Bedford van, 
through their music and visuals - both in terms of their iconic 
album covers, graphics and sets, and, of course, the way the 
band pushed the envelope with their use of lighting and sound.

This turned into a unique collaboration between the rock and 
roll industry and one of the world’s largest formal museums. 

Both sides ended up learning massively from the other and 
having to look at aspects of presentation that were out of their 
normal realms of experience.

Heading up the project’s design was entertainment architect, 
Stufish. CEO Ray Winkler comments: “The exhibition is about 
the journey - small intimate moments going over into big 
moments. There are some very monochromatic areas like the 
Bedford van, which lead into some very polychromatic areas - 
like the psychedelic tunnel immediately afterwards. So, unlike 
an exhibition where you put an artefact on a plinth and say ‘this 
is an artefact’, here the exhibition and the object work together 
to create a unison. For us it was about playing with the ideas 
and turning them around so that they become interesting and 
relevant to a modern-day exhibition audience.” 

With so many involved in the project, Winkler’s aim was to 
make sure that all the ingredients that made up the show - 
lighting, sound, scenery and spectacle - all came together 
cohesively.

He continues: “All of the different departments came together 
and in the end, as you walk through it you can’t say ‘this is 
a Stufish piece’ or that any one this is from any other hand. 
Everything works together - like the Battersea Power Station set 
piece, without the lighting it wouldn’t pop like it does.”
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Virtually everyone on the design and build team had their roots 
in music and theatre, but an exhibition demands a moderated 
approach, says Winkler.

“As entertainment architects you usually go for the ‘whiz-bang-
flash’. When you are on stage everything is big, bright and very, 
very loud. From a narrative perspective, there are very few bands 
that tell a story like Pink Floyd do. The challenge was in how do 
you take all of those nuances that make Pink Floyd such a rich 
band and do them justice in an exhibition which, in the end, 
is built up of plywood, painted and lit.” There is also a different 
level of scale and detail, he says.

“When you do rock shows, your nearest audience is about 
60ft away - they are never going to get up close and personal 
with what you produce. In the case of the exhibition, you have 
to include a huge amount of detail - you can’t fudge anything 
because the audience can step right up to it.”

Blackout handled the basics of turning three V&A galleries into 
the 13 zones, with rigging and soft goods elements. The trusses 
held the temporary ceilings and suspended some of the largest 
elements like the Power station, the psychedelic tunnel, blimps 
and all the lighting. Building in flexibility was always going to be 
important, notes Blackout director Kevin Monks: “We spent a lot 
of time with the lighting team beforehand to make sure we had 
an infrastructure that was flexible enough to handle inevitable 

tweaks as we went in. We built flexibility in because things 
always change. There were props - like the inflatables - that 
we couldn’t see till they arrived, so we had to keep our options 
open.” 

Production company LarMac Live called in Setsquare Staging to 
reproduce iconic set pieces from the band’s history. Setsquare 
produced the scaled-up, walk through model of Pink Floyd’s 
1965-era Bedford van which opens the show, a 9m high parallax 
view of Battersea Power Station, representing the Animals 
album cover, a 7.5m model of The Wall, set opposite, and a 
series of beds reproduced from the original Momentary Lapse of 
Reason LP artwork. Created in the company’s own workshops 
- from 3D design through to finishing touches - Setsquare also 
oversaw the intricate installation process on site.

Each zone of the exhibition is identified by a phone box, 
designed by Giles Gilbert Scott. Other exhibits include the over 
6m high ‘metallic heads’ from the cover of 1994’s The Division 
Bell, the inflatable TV and refrigerator as used on Pink Floyd’s 
1977 In The Flesh tour; the ‘lightbulb suit’ pictured on the sleeve 
of 1988’s Delicate Sound Of Thunder live album, and a life-sized 
model of the British soldier shown in the artwork for 1983’s The 
Final Cut album.

The largest single space in the exhibition is the Performance 
Zone, where visitors enter an immersive audio visual space 

Tim Frost and Phil Ward report from the dark side of 
London’s V&A on the production and innovative 
pro audio systems behind the museum’s latest, 
ground-breaking exhibition . . .
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which includes the re-creation of the very last performance of 
all four members of the band at Live 8 with Comfortably Numb. 
Monks continues: “For this, we built a gable-shaped ground 
support to maximize the height of the venue and allow for the 
winch for the pyramid mirror ball, the truss and the screens, 
together with the infrastructure for the speakers.”

Then it was over to production director Nick Levitt, who 
oversaw the production, with a whole bunch of allies including 
production specialist Lucky Frog, creative director Aubrey ‘Po’ 
Powell and co-curator Paula Webb Stainton.

Levitt comments: “Our main challenge was merging the rock 
and roll background of Pink Floyd with the V&A’s culture of 
exhibition work. We had to find a way of working together 
that complemented both parties. We needed the museum’s 
expertise and attention to details, and they needed our rock and 
roll management skills to be able to put on one of the biggest 
exhibitions they have ever done in the V&A. Installing the 13 
zones in just six weeks was pretty extraordinary for them.”

Mortal Remains seems to have been typified by a seemingly 
continuous process of redesign and iteration. In a normal AV 
project this would be strenuous enough, but for Mortal Remains 
even small changes could have knock-on effects to other teams. 
As a result, all changes had to go through a comprehensive 
approvals process.

“There have been weekly changes over the last 14 months; 
meetings with suppliers and redrawing lighting and AV. That 
then involved the creative teams, the band, the management 
and the different divisions at the V&A - curatorial, exhibitions 
and health and safety - so getting approvals was a time-
consuming process,” says Levitt. 

LIGHTING
The lighting required a whole new set of approaches for 
Woodroffe Bassett Design (WBD) - from lighting artefacts and 
signage, to aiding traffic flow and navigating the parallax design 
of certain set pieces.

B Top: Battersea Power Station features as a 9m high 
parralux set piece, complete with fl ying pig - from 
the Animals album artwork 

B Above: The enormous infl atable teacher puppet from 
live performances of The Wall
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As mentioned, the iconic Animals album 
cover - which sees an inflatable pig 
floating over Battersea Power Station - is 
represented in the exhibition by a 9m 
high replica of the Power Station, built by 
Setsquare Staging. This was created from 
individual panels which went together 
to make a parallax-represented building, 
which becomes a 3D object as viewed 
when you enter the zone.

“None of us had tried to work with a 
parallax project before,” says WBD’s 
associate designer, Rob Casey. “We 
decided the best way to do it was to 
light every individual panel. There are in 
excess of 30 units on that one set piece, 
which meant that we could balance it 
from the 3D point of view - you could drop 
the shadows deeper and put more light 
into the light areas. We tried to pre-plan 
that as much as possible, but inevitably 
when we got there the light needed to be 
adjusted and balanced by eye.”

Supplied by White Light, the units were 
mainly a mix of ETC Source Four Mini 
LED units, ETC Irideon FPZ LED Profiles 
as well as Chauvet Ovation fixtures and 
ETC Source Four ColorSource Spots - all 
LED to minimise heat. 

In a first for Casey, a lot of track lighting 
was used. He comments: “Obviously, 

track lighting has been used in 
exhibitions for years, but this is the first 
time I have used it. I actually found that it 
was really flexible. As artwork was moving 
and new things were appearing daily, 
we could react to that. We could unclip 
a light from where the artwork used to 
be and click it in to the new position 
with no real other work to do. We ended 
up moving about 75% of the lights from 
where they were originally on paper.”

The lighting was controlled with an ETC 
network with three ETCnomad Pucks 
installed, one for each gallery. Theatrical 
programmer Warren Letton programmed 
them with an ETC Ion console, wheeled 
around between them. Some effects, says 
Casey, were developed during the on-site 
programming.

“We found the paint work on Battersea 
Power Station took all the colours well, 
whether we tried out rusty sun rises or a 
pinky dusk, so we decided to programme 
the lighting to change over a 30-minute 
period. Most won’t notice, but we like 
the idea that those who come several 
times will experience something subtly 
different.”

For a predominantly show lighting 
company, lighting museum artefacts 
introduced new ideas and constraints to 

“Doing an exhibition 
with the V&A rather 

than on our own 
has been a big 

advantage. Their 
agenda is very 

interesting in that 
they’re very keen to 

explain things and 
to do something 

more than just 
wander down 

memory lane . . . “ 
Nick Mason
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WBD. In museum culture, for example, a 
major issue is keeping control of lighting 
levels on artefacts to preserve what’s 
being displayed.

“One of the restrictions is that you 
can’t go more than 50 lux on any one 
object,” explains Casey. Their approach 
was to light the exhibits rather than 
the exhibition space. “We have lit 
each individual piece of artwork and 
memorabilia, rather than taking the 
traditional approach of lighting the wall, 
for example. This way, we can make every 
piece of artwork look zingy, even though 
everything is sitting at 20-25 lux - with 
some rooms down to 12-14 lux. The V&A 
people were coming up to us and saying 
we were magicians!”

An unexpected down side to this targeted 
approach was the addition of exhibit 
caption cards, put in to the cabinets at 
the very last minute. Casey continues: 
“The cards were put in during the last 
48 hours before opening. Some we had 
accounted for, but some were a bit of a 
surprise. It was a personal challenge to 
make them readable without losing the 
lighting work on 400 pieces of artwork 
that had taken four weeks of effort.”

One of the darkest areas - the zone with 
a moving, 3D Dark Side of the Moon 
pyramid, presented another challenge 
not often come across: the use of lighting 
to direct traffic flow.

“On the day we opened, we had the V&A 
staff saying there needed to be more 
light, as visitors were turning around not 
realising there was more to see. As a 
result, we made the light box at the other 
end of the feature very bright to draw 
people through.”

B Iconic Pink Floyd imagery is recreated for 
the exhibition, including lightbulb suits from 
the Delicate Sound of Thunder album cover; 
a bed from artwork for A Momentary Lapse 
of Reason; and the circular screen as used 
for the band’s 1994 Division Bell tour

C A recreation of imagery from the band’s 
1982 fi lm, The Wall 
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During my visit to the show, I noted that a lot of the wall 
graphics - whether artwork or information panels - were 
displayed in light boxes. It struck a bit odd, given the quantity of 
lights being used. Casey explained: “In zone three - the Album 
Room - we had the display cabinets and a video, together with 
a text panel about each of the albums. In the initial stages, they 
were displayed as text on a wall, but we soon realised that using 
light boxes had benefits. First, financially - you don’t have to 
put another light up - and perhaps more importantly, the less 
ambient glow in the room there is, the more everything else 
will zing. The light boxes didn’t have to be that bright as we 
were working with white text out of black. All of those cabinets 
and the mirror ball stand out in darkness because you are not 
putting more light on the walls than necessary.”

Video projection obviously plays a strong role in the exhibition. 
As well as various videos playing throughout the different zones, 
the famous liquid bubble projectors from the band’s early live 
shows have been re-created in zone two using eight Optoma 
GT1080 projectors from Media Powerhouse. But, without doubt, 
the big projection project is the Performance Zone, with its 46m 
of projection screens covering all four walls, and accompanying 
immersive AMBEO soundtrack (see page 38). 

The intention was that this would be the climax of the exhibition, 
says Ray Winkler. “The last room is very much a deliberate 
‘thank you very much’ - what Americans often call ‘a kiss 
goodnight’.” 

It was put together by Lucky Frog and designed by Richard 
Turner. Producer Beki Gaskin takes up the story: “Richard 
designed and spec’d the space working alongside Stufish, and 
he very much pushed for the 360° experience. With the AMBEO 
system we could easily do 360° sound, so that made 360° visuals 
a no-brainer.”

The display uses three Dataton Watchpax 4s playing out to 10 
Panasonic PT-RZ660 laser projectors; three each on the longer 
12.8m walls and two each on the 10.18m walls. At 3.5m high, in 
total the image is 15,824px by 1,200px.

“The whole idea that we would have this Performance Zone did 
cause trepidation with the V&A, but they came in at the early 
stages of building the screens and totally got it - that made life 
very easy for us,” says Gaskin. 

Wish You Were Here . . .

Pink Floyd: Their Mortal Remains is presented by the V&A 
and Michael Cohl’s Iconic Entertainment Studios, led by Pink 
Floyd’s creative director Aubrey ‘Po’ Powell (of the design 
partnership Hipgnosis) and Paula Webb Stainton, who worked 
closely with members of Pink Floyd including Nick Mason 
(consultant for Pink Floyd). The V&A curatorial team is led by 
Victoria Broackes, senior curator with Anna Landreth Strong, 
curator. The exhibition is a collaboration with designers Stufi sh, 
the band’s long-serving stage designers, and interpretive 
exhibition designers Real Studios.
P www.vam.ac.uk
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The projectors are mounted in the dark void above a laser net 
grid created by ER Productions. “We worked closely with the 
V&A on the practicalities of this,” says Gaskin. “We wanted the 
lasers closer to the audience, but the 360° screen and health 
and safety didn’t really allow for that. As a result, it was a 
careful balancing act to get the impact of the lasers, particularly 
with relatively low levels of haze. This is the first time that 
the V&A has allowed the use of haze. It has to be monitored 
very carefully, as you can imagine, to stop over-spill. So we 
didn’t use as much haze as we’d like, but I think it has been a 
breakthrough for the V&A.”

A SPEAKERFUL OF SECRETS
Phil Ward reports on the innovative pro audio in use . . .

Trust Pink Floyd to keep ringing the changes. Perhaps more 
than any other act of the rock era, Floyd and their engineers 
showed the way in broadening everyone’s sonic horizons both 
in the studio and on tour, and it seems the habit is hard to kick. 
The V&A’s latest Sennheiser-bolstered exhibition of ‘60s-inspired 
pop culture icons and iconography pushes the boundaries 
again, and suggests new links between the studio and sound 
reinforcement markets driven by that old Floyd chestnut: 
surround sound.

But only part of this exhibition is 3D. Most exhibits have a 
limited radio loop in the classic Sennheiser guidePORT way, 
with visitors walking into a zone wearing headphones and 
bodypacks that pick up the appropriate audio transmission. 
BrightSign HD223 media players are connected to guidePORT 
transmitters placed in two control rooms, which broadcast to 
antennas around the venue. Between the antennas and the 
bodypacks are ‘identifiers’ that single out individual screens as 
you get close to them.

After several of these zones, the headphones come off and the 
exhibition flow concludes with a large room playing Floyd music 
in Sennheiser’s AMBEO 360° audio format, complete with 
wraparound screens and relevant video footage on all four walls.

What ‘360’ audio is doing to the industry is remarkable. The 
potential to re-draw the boundaries between studio sound 

B From top: One of the 13 unique zones created for Their Mortal Remains

 The Performance Zone with 3D sound and footage from Live8 2005 

 Sennheiser headsets and body packs 

C Some of the iconic beds from A Momentary Lapse Of Reason are 
mounted to the ceiling and walls as display cases
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and sound reinforcement is already 
being realised for installations like this, 
and no less a studio than Abbey Road 
is eagerly noting this development. 
Recording engineers Simon Rhodes 
and Simon Franglen worked with 
Floyd regular Andy Jackson to remix 
three songs into Sennheiser’s AMBEO 
surround format for the exhibition, 
using a many-speakered monitor 
landscape laid out, not in a control 
room, but in the very studio - Studio Two 

- where Floyd once stonemasoned their 
cathedrals of noise into multi-million 
selling albums.

“The idea is that you can be anywhere in 
the room and keep moving around, and 
always get a coherent mix,” explained 
Franglen in a press conference at Abbey 
Road, “as well as being able to hear every 
voice, instrument and effect so much 
more clearly and in so much more space.” 
At the V&A, the 18.3 mix is played through 

18 Neumann KH 420 midfield monitors 
and seven Neumann KH 870 subs.

Perhaps equally ground-breaking, in 
another part of the exhibition is the 
‘monetizer’, so called because it affords 
the visitor 8-track-remix access to the 
song Money from The Dark Side Of The 
Moon: a simple 8-channel mixer with 
faders large enough for devotees of 
Dora The Explorer, it controls a loop of 
the song and breaks open the mystique 
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of multi-tracking to provide genuine 
insight into how the sonic world of Pink 
Floyd - and all the others - came about. If 
this too is museum audio of the future, 
it can take its place alongside AMBEO 
with confidence. “The band was keen 
for that track to be used,” reveals sound 
designer Bobby Aitken, who developed 
this and other solutions with colleague 
Scott Willsallen under the auspices of 
their London-based company Remarkable 
Projects.

The exhibition also benefits from some 
traditional ambient effects: a newly 
tapestried 20-minute loop of Floyd 
passages breaks the headphones-off 
silence and helps to contextualise 
each room. “We designed the ambient 
system through the galleries using 32 
Neumann KH120 loudspeakers supplied 
by Sennheiser to our specifications,” 
continues Aitken. “The acoustics at 
the V&A played a big part, but we’ll be 
making adjustments for the various 
locations for the touring version of the 
exhibition.”

Otherwise, the key to the audio 
experience up until the final AMBEO 
‘reveal’ is the Sennheiser guidePORT 
programme of looped clips synchronised 
to around 40 different video screens. 

“Another part of our job,” says Aitken, 
“was to re-master the audio for 
guidePORT transmission, brightening up 
and re-balancing over 40 loops. They also 
needed levelling, so visitors don’t have 
to keep adjusting their volume controls, 
having come from a multitude of different 
sources - mostly converted into WAV files, 
interleaved with video files from which 
we stripped the audio, cleaned it up and 
re-sync’d it - all in Pro Tools.”

Robert Génereux is business director 
for system design at Sennheiser, and 
oversaw the ‘global’ AV design carried out 
by system integrator Media Powerhouse. 
“It’s a conventional guidePORT system,” 
he points out, “it being so flexible and so 
programmable. Physically, it’s the same 
as you’d find anywhere, but obviously 
programmed with 40 zones to experience 
as you walk around the exhibition. The 
soundtracks are broadcast just like radio, 
from transmitters connected to the media 
players’ audio outputs, while the video 
from them is delivered to the screens also 
via HDMI. So it’s a direct feed, there’s no 
server running or anything like that. Each 
area in proximity to a screen is covered by 
one RF channel.

“GuidePORT has devices made by 
Sennheiser that can tailor each zone, 

covering a square metre in this case. The 
challenge is that, with so many people 
moving around, that zone can be filled 
very quickly: we have observed how 
people interact with exhibits like this and 
we’ve tried to fine-tune the exact zoning 
as best we can. We also have to liaise 
with the curators to avoid having too 
many monitors, and consequently much 
smaller zones. They started out aiming for 
something like 60 monitors, but when we 
looked at people-flow and proximity it was 
clear we had to reduce that. You have to 
balance the technical possibilities with 
visitor comfort.”

But it’s AMBEO that points the way 
forward. “3D will be essential in 
revitalising people’s interest in audio, 
and generating new excitement about 
sound in every format,” reflects Aitken. 
“It’s all got a bit dull, it hasn’t really 
moved forward for a while and it’s 
taken for granted - whereas everyone’s 
very energised by video and graphics. 
Formats like AMBEO - and Christian 
Heil’s L-ISA, for example - could be vital 
to our future.” I

P www.vam.ac.uk
P www.sennheiser.com
P www.stufi sh.com


